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My name is 
Hope Kelly
Online Learning Librarian 
Virginia Commonwealth University Libraries
What we are doing 
1. Thinking about what “lectures” and “lessons” are
2. Thinking about time: segmenting & sequencing
3. Examining strategies within a lesson planning template
4. Generating a list of tools and methods to support different strategies
5. Using the template: Copy-Delete-Repeat  
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Goal: Adopting a lesson planning framework to structure online lectures
1.What is a Lesson?
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2.What is a Lecture?
A spoken lesson or exposition, usually delivered to a group.








To support  ORGANIZATION
instructor  FACILITATION
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3. You may find that 
repeating strategies 
within the template 
makes a lot of sense
Copy
1. Copy the 
template
Delete





You can find me at kellyh3@vcu.edu
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